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Postural support has never been simpler - create the
postural support needed by drawing air out of the 

system. It’s like a therapeutic beanbag offering
improved lying postures during sleep or resting times.

HOME

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/seating/leckey/pediatric-positioning-supports/sleepform-sleep-system


HOME

Comfortable, supportive starter seating system which 
opens up a world of possibilities for little ones. 

Squiggles provides a snug, comfortable fit which kids love and 
includes super easy growth to make sure it continues to 

support as needs change. The hi low base helps maximise 
opportunities for inclusive play, learning and socialising.

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/seating/leckey/pediatric-postural-seating/squiggles-seating-system


Classroom Seat

HOME

For children with milder postural needs, the PAL 
promotes improved sitting to reduce fatigue and allows 
longer periods of concentration and participation. Easy 

to wipe down and adjust and comes with lots of 
functional accessories like tray table or rollerwheels.

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/seating/leckey/pediatric-postural-seating/pal-classroom-seat


HOME

The ultra-compact base and small turning radius 
of the Z500 provides powered mobility for

children to explore their environment at their 
own pace. Created to develop with your child,  
the Z500 can be used by children just learning 

to drive but then be adapted to give more 
freedom and independence as their skill and 

confidence grows. 

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/powered-wheelchairs/zippie/childrens-power-wheelchairs/z500-m-mini


HOME

BEME offers postural support when your child is out of 
the wheelchair - perfect for mealtimes or playing with 
friends. It is offered on a high-low base which allows 

interaction and inclusion while still promoting safe and 
comfortable postures. The BEME suits more complex 

postures and will change and adapt with your child. 

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/seating/leckey/sittemoduler/leckey-beme


HOME

Versatile, supportive, compact stander which 
gives children a whole new view of the world.

    Standing is easy and fun with the Squiggles + 
– it also grows and adjusts with easy to use turn
knobs and offers abducted standing to promote

hip joint integrity. 

+

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/seating/leckey/standers/squiggles-plus-stander


HOME

This gait trainer maximises opportunities for 
children to explore and participate in a supported 

upright position. The harness provides the 
required trunk support and stability to allow even 

GMFCS IV/ V kids the opportunity for walking. 

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/seating/leckey/walking/myway


HOME

Everyday
Activity Seat

The Everyday Activity Seat offers postural support at 
school, during meal or play times. It is offered on a 

high-low base facilitating interaction and inclusion for 
children with low to moderate positioning needs

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/seating/leckey/pediatric-postural-seating/everyday-activity-seat


VOYAGE

HOME

The Voyage combines the convenience of a 
quick-folding lightweight stroller frame with 

growable supports to promote healthy spinal 
development for your newborn or toddler.  

Simple to use, easy to transport, the Voyage 
allows you to enjoy activities with your family 

with ease and confidence

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/wheelchairs/zippie/strollers/voyage-early-intervention-stroller


HOME

Advanced
Bath Chair

Bath time is a breeze when using the Leckey Bath Chair.  

Supine or sitting positions are available with 
optional positioning supports to make sure 

everyone is safe and comfortable.  

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/seating/leckey/pediatric-positioning-supports/advance-bath-chair


HOME

If you aren’t ready for a power wheelchair but need 
assistance moving your manual wheelchair, the 

iXpress might be a solution. It’s a Power Add On 
System that is compatible with most wheelchairs and 

makes moving around that much easier. The iXpress 
can be used with just attendant control as well.

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/wheelchairs/zippie/childrens-wheelchairs/zippie-ixpress


HOME

The IRIS is designed to maintain proper support for your 
child as they grow allowing them to be comfortable and 

well supported even when the days get long. With the 
patented Rotation in Space technology, the IRIS seat 

frame rotates ensuring a smooth tilting motion. It also 
helps children remain comfortable and secure while 

tilting, and it is easy for parents and caregivers to control.

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/wheelchairs/zippie/childrens-wheelchairs/iris-tilt-in-space-wheelchair


HOME

The Xcape offers all the convenience of a folding 
wheelchair with the performance and durability of a 

rigid frame. Offering built in width and depth 
growth, the Xcape will help kids get active and 

participate to develop skills

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/wheelchairs/zippie/childrens-wheelchairs/zippie-x-cape


HOME

The Zone is designed to give kids the best possible 
wheel access for efficient self-propulsion so they 
can get active and engage in their surroundings.   

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/wheelchairs/zippie/childrens-wheelchairs/zone


HOME

Early Activity
System

Colourful, comfortable, supportive positional 
system for children aged up to 48 months.  

EAS can be used to provide supported lying or
sidelying or when gaining skills during tummy 

time or supported sitting.

FIND OUT
MORE

https://www.sunrisemedical.com.au/seating/leckey/pediatric-postural-seating/squiggles-early-activity-system



